
Hello Guests of Three3Bears Lodge, 
This section is intended to provide you with information concerning our local 
wildlife. We thought you should be up to speed about the local wildlife. So here's 
a little info about bears... 
 
You are in bear country. If you're lucky enough, although rare, you'll get to see 
them around the area. Bears are SUPER CUTE. However, bears are wild 
animals that are dangerous and unpredictable. Do not approach bears or allow 
them to approach you! 
Willfully approaching within 50 yards (150 feet), or any distance that disturbs or 
displaces a bear, is illegal in the park. Violation of this federal regulation can 
result in fines and arrest. Use binoculars, telephoto lens, or a spotting scope to 
view the animals. 
Check the "Bear Closures" and "Bear Warnings" section of the Temporary 
Closures page before planning a hike in the park. 
 

Attacks on humans are 
extremely rare. If you are 
physically attacked by a 
black bear, Do not "play 
dead". Fight back 
aggressively with any 
available object. Help 
protect others by reporting 
all bear incidents to a park 
ranger immediately. 
Remember; Keep your 

distance from bears. They are just as beautiful from a distance. 
The most dangerous bear you will ever see is a mother with cubs. They are 
highly protective of their cubs, even to and especially to much larger male bears. 
Never Ever attempt to approach a mother with cubs. Or any bear for that matter. 
But especially a mother with cubs. 
 
What Do I Do If I See A Bear? 
 Bears in the park or at your cabin are wild and their behavior can be 
unpredictable. Although extremely rare, attacks on humans have occurred, 
inflicting serious injuries and death. Treat bear encounters with extreme caution! 
If you see a bear: 
 Remain watchful and cautious. 
 Do not approach it. 
 Do not allow the bear to approach you. 
 If your presence causes the bear to change its behavior (stops feeding, changes 
its travel direction, watches you, etc.) you are too close. 
 Being too close may promote aggressive behavior from the bear such as 
running toward you, making loud noises, or swatting the ground. The bear is 
demanding more space. Don't run, but slowly back away, watching the bear. 
Increase the distance between you and the bear. The bear will probably do the 
same. If a bear persistently follows or approaches you, without vocalizing, or paw 
swatting, change your direction. 
 



 
If the bear continues to follow you, stand your ground. 
If the bear gets closer, talk loudly or shout at it. A common phrase is "HEY 
BEAR"! Shouted and repeated. 
Act aggressively to intimidate the bear. 
 
 Act together as a group if you have companions. Make yourselves look as large 
as possible (for example, move to higher ground). 
Throw objects such as rocks at the bear. If you have food, use that as it may 
distract the bear long enough for your escape. You are not allowed to "feed" the 
bears, however if your life is at risk, take whatever action is necessary to protect 
yourself and the people around you. But do not actively throw food at a bear for 
the sake of fun, or trying to get a good picture. If you are close enough to through 
food to a bear, you are already much too close. 
Use a deterrent such as a stout stick.  
Don't run and don't turn away from the bear. 
Don't leave food for the bear; this encourages further problems. 
If the bear's behavior indicates that it is after your food and you are physically 
attacked: Separate yourself from the food. 
Slowly back away. 
 
 Although they are cute, these are not pets. Remember 
These... Are... Bears... 
Not dogs, or raccoons, or kittens. They 
are very strong, very dangerous wild 
animals. 
 
 Here's a little fun fact, Deer injure many 
more people every year than bears. 
That's right, Deer. Granted the vast 
majority is due to car accidents, 
however during the rut season, the 
bucks will become aggressive as well. 
So all these guidelines you've just been 
informed of about bears, also apply to 
the deer you will likely encounter on your vacation. Drive Safely. Remember all 
wild animals are just that... Wild. Wild animals of any kind are dangerous. They 
have to be, for their own survival. 
Remember, Safety first, safety last, safety always! 
Stay safe in black bear country!  
 
 A little more education on Bears in the Smokies 
Great Smoky Mountains National Park is one of the largest protected areas in the 
eastern United States where black bears can live in wild, natural surroundings. 
Bears inhabit all elevations of the park. Though populations are variable 
biologists estimate that roughly 1,500 bears live in the park. This equals a 
population density of approximately two bears per square mile. At one time, the 
black bear's range included most of North America except the extreme west 
coast. However loss of habitat has resulted in a significant reduction in this 
range. 
 
 



 
 Black bears in the Smokies are black in color, but in other parts of the country 
they may be brown or cinnamon. They may be six feet in length and up to three 
feet high at the shoulder. During the summer months, a typical adult male bear 
weighs approximately 250 pounds while adult females are generally smaller and 
weigh slightly over 100 pounds. However, bears may double their weight by the 
fall. Bears over 600 pounds have been documented in the park. Bears can live 
(Phone number hidden by Airbnb) years or more, however bears, which have 
had access to human foods and garbage, have a life expectancy of only half that 
time. 
 
 Bears, like humans, are omnivores. Plant materials such as berries and nuts 
make up approximately 85% of their diet. Insects and animal carrion provide 
valuable sources of protein for bears. 
Bears have color vision and a keen sense of smell. In addition, they are good 
tree climbers, can swim very well, and can run 30 miles per hour. 
 
Bear Behavior 
 Bears are most active during early morning and late evening hours in spring and 
summer. Mating usually takes place in July. Both female and male bears may 
have more than one mate during the summer. 
Bears choose a denning site with the coming of 
cold weather. Dens are usually hollow stumps, 
tree cavities, or wherever there is shelter. Bears in 
the Smokies are unusual in that they often den 
high above the ground in standing hollow trees. 
Bears do not truly hibernate, but enter long 
periods of sleep. They may leave the den for short 
periods if disturbed or during brief warming trends. 
One to four cubs are born during the mother's 
winter sleep, usually in late January or early 
February. Bears weigh eight ounces at birth. 
Females with newly born cubs usually emerge 
from their winter dens in late March or early April. 
Commonly born in pairs, the cubs will remain with 
the mother for about eighteen months or until she 
mates again. 
 The park has replaced garbage cans with bear 
proof dumpsters to prevent bears from gaining 
access to garbage. 
Garbage Kills Bears! 
 
 The bear's keen sense of smell leads it to insects, nuts and berries, but the 
animal is also enticed by the tantalizing smells of human food and garbage such 
as hot dogs, apple cores, chips, and watermelon rinds left on the ground in picnic 
areas, campgrounds, and along trails. Feeding bears or allowing them access to 
human food and garbage causes a number of problems: 
It changes the bear's behavior and causes them to lose their instinctive fear of 
humans. Over time, these bears may begin approaching people in search of food 
and may become more unpredictable and dangerous. 
Bears that obtain human food and garbage damage property and injure people. 
These bears pose a risk to public safety. They can also teach other bears this 



dangerous behavior. Often, they must be euthanized. 
Studies have shown that bears that lose their fear of people by obtaining human 
food and garbage never live as long as bears that feed on natural foods and are 
shy and afraid of people. Many are hit by cars and become easy targets for 
poachers. 
 
 For these reasons, park rangers issue citations for littering, feeding bears, and 
for improper food storage. These citations can result in fines of up to $5,000 and 
jail sentences lasting up to six months. Visitors are urged to view all wildlife at a 
safe distance and to never throw food or garbage on the ground or leave it 
unattended. Garbage Kills Bears! 
Help keep the bears wild. Do not feed bears. Remember, a fed bear is a dead 
bear! 
 
 Bear management is really people management. How visitors behave while in 
the park has an impact on the safety of bears. If you are careless with your food 
or litter, YOU may be responsible for a bear's death! 
The park has done many things to make it easier for you to protect bears. Bear 
proof dumpsters or trash bins can be found in all campgrounds and picnic areas. 
Please use them to dispose of garbage.  
 During summer months, some of the busiest picnic areas close at 8:00 PM so 
these areas can be thoroughly cleaned before dark and any food scraps or trash 
left by careless visitors can be removed. Park rangers patrol picnic areas and 
campgrounds to enforce evening closures, littering and food storage regulations. 

They also strictly enforce 
regulations that prohibit 
approaching, harassing, 
disturbing or feeding 
bears. 
 An army of park 
volunteers patrol the 
park's most popular trails, 
picnic areas, and 
campgrounds to educate 
visitors about protecting 
bears. They confiscate 
unattended food or 
coolers and clean up food 

scraps left behind by careless visitors. These volunteers also assist in managing 
people during roadside bear jams. 
 
 In the backcountry, food storage cables have been installed to make it easier for 
backpackers to hang their food and garbage so that bears cannot get to it. At 
some campsites, telephone poles were flown into remote backcountry areas 
because the trees around the campsites were too small to set up. 
 
 This information is provided from the Great Smoky Mountains National Park 
website and is to provided to you for informational purposes. 
 
Thank you and have a great day. 

Three3Bears Lodge  



	  


